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				                    Relax While All Star Handles Your House Cleaning

								Don’t spend your weekends and precious “you” time cleaning the house, let All Star maid services simplify your life. Use your “you” time for you.

 

Get Started Now
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                            More than

                            750

                            Families trust All Star for their house cleaning needs

                        

                    

				                    
                        
                            Est.

                            2006

                            Founded by a born and raised Fort Collins local
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                            440

                            Five star reviews on Google and Yelp

                        

                    

				            

        

    

    
        
            
                Our Customers Love Our Maid Service in Fort Collins

                Don't just take our word for it, we have lots of happy customers in Milliken, Greeley, Berthoud, Johnstown, and the Fort Collins region who want to share their experience using All Star.
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                            Veronica S.

                            Fort Collins, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            Stephanie and Nathan did an AMAZING job at our house. It was the first time cleaning and they did a DEEP clean, and we really needed it. We have been disappointed with different cleaning companies in the past and almost gave up. We thought we kept the house relatively clean but seeing it after they came, we can never go back! The bathrooms are sparkling, and they dusted in the most hard to reach places we might not have noticed before. We highly recommend them!



                        

                                                
                            
                                                            

                            Marilyn M.

                            Fort Collins, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            We started using All Star right before stay-at-home began and they had to stop service for awhile. BUT the deep clean of the house was done and now a month later, they are back cleaning. The staff is courteous and punctual. The cleaning is top notch. It costs a bit more than our previous cleaner but these people get benefits and are treated right. Support them!



                        

                                                
                            
                                                            

                            Johnetta M.

                            Loveland, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            Larissa and Alex are amazing!  Larissa has been cleaning my house for a couple of years now and always does a great job.  Alex just joined my cleaning team and I am impressed with her.  They always do a great job, but with the current situation they really have kicked it up a notch.  They wear masks at all times and pay extra attention to light switches, doorknobs, stairway, and any highly touched areas.  Thank you, All Star!
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                            Kelly M.

                            Loveland, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            We have used All Star for about a year for a bi-weekly clean of our main living spaces, bathrooms, and master bedroom. We have been consistently happy with their service. They are fast, dependable, and clean thoroughly. They ask for feedback after each cleaning and are very responsive to that feedback.
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                            Sondra A.

                            Wellington, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            They pay attention to every detail. They are very prompt and always finish in a timely manner. Great team, hard-working, and are very courteous and respectful of my belongings. Thanks All Star Cleaning!
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                            Juliana K.

                            Timnath, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            All Star Cleaning does a phenomenal job! We have been so impressed by the work and love our team with Chantelle and Baylor. The ladies are detail oriented, hardworking, kind and efficient. When you are paying someone to clean your house, you want them to take pride in cleaning it well. I have medical conditions that require that the house is clean and also am very picky. All Star truly deserves “all the stars!” They don’t charge and arm and leg and do a great job!
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                            Karen K.

                            Loveland, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            Love them. My team is the best. I walked into my master bath yesterday and was amazed. It has never been this clean. They are such great ladies, great with my pets and so nice. Can not recommend them more highly!
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                            Allyson R.

                            Timnath, CO 

                            ★★★★★

                            We have tried other cleaners such as Merry Maids but Alex and Lindsey with All Star Cleaning were amazing. Attention to detail, thoroughness, hard working and friendly. Those ladies made my home shine! Thank you Alex and Lindsay. I’d say ask for them, but don’t because I want to keep them as my team 🙂 ha!
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                            Matt S.

                            Loveland, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            The team always shows up and does what they promise to do. If we ever have questions or concerns, they are quick to address and solve. High quality, high integrity and all around great company.
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                            Janie C.

                            Fort Collins, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            I tried an independent cleaner from Fort Collins Craigs list. Never again. All star is great. Tony is our fave. He does a great job EVERY time.
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                            Janet S.

                            Fort Collins, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            They know our home well and are a true pleasure to have at our house every week. We are very happy and will continue to use All Star in the future.
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                            Kristin M.

                            Fort Collins, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            I work long hours and would rather spend my time relaxing on the weekend. All Stars helps to make that happen for me by taking this off my plate.
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                            Robert B

                            Windsor, CO

                            ★★★★★

                            What I like the best is the customer satisfaction survey after each cleaning- it’s so nice to be asked “how did we do?” Our cleaning team, Tony, Amy and Morgan always get a gold star!



                        

                                            

                

	                 

    



    
        Looking to Simplify Your Life?

		Dreaming of Simplifying Your Life?

        Get Started Now

    



    
        Why Choose All Star?
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                        Trustworthy

                        Beyond our 5-star reviews, we're bonded and insured. Our work is also 100% guaranteed.
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                        Hassle Free

                        Our office staff manages booking and questions, so our house cleaners can focus on your home.
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                        Motivated Team

                        Our home cleaners pass rigorous vetting and earn more based on a customer satisfaction grade.
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                        Here For You

                        We have a dedicated office team in Fort Collins that can take your calls when you need help.

                    

                

                    

    



    
        Award-Winning Home Cleaning Service in Fort Collins
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				                    Who Are We?

                				Founded in 2006 by Laura from Fort Collins, All Star Cleaning Services has grown from humble, but ambitious, roots. https://www.wdfreplica.com Laura believes the only right way to do business is to treat her staff well and give back to her community at every turn. Read our story and meet the rest of the people that make All Star the incredible team it is.

 

Read Our Story


			

		

	


    
        Dignity & Value for All

        In addition to being firmly client-oriented, our house cleaning company in Fort Collins is also staff-oriented! We place our focus on the idea that there’s dignity and value in the work that all our home cleaners do, both for the customers they serve, and for themselves as they navigate their own opportunities in life.predicting and / or using the style for the intervals can be described as have in luxury https://www.pt-watchesbuy.com/. swiss wellreplicas.to is perfect and elegant. cheap designer https://noobfactory.to/ for men. https://www.e-juice.ca/ vape stores became a market share of one of the famous brand watches. swiss versace outlet is an ideal co-ordination relating to hands, go or centre. exact omega.to is able to meet the requirements among engineering,sports as well as business. we offer up to 90% of https://dragxvape.com here include latest model. instruction tabulation is actually replica jimmy choo reddit work needs. 
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                        Living Wage
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                        Health, dental, vision
& paid time off
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                        Matching
401K
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				                    Pet & Family Safe Natural Cleaning Products

                				We care about the safety and health of your family. That’s why our maids in Fort Collins use only natural, safe cleaning products that don’t contain harsh dangerous chemicals or leave unsafe residue or odors. This makes them much safer for pets, children, and you, without making any compromises on the quality of our home cleaning service.

 

Learn More

			

		

	

    
        
            FAQs:

            	
                        
							Can I use digital payments to pay for maid service?                        
                        
							Absolutely! Our company accepts Mastercard, Visa, and Discover, and offers automatic billing if desired. For more information, feel free to contact us!

                        

                    
	
                        
							What cleaning products do you use?                        
                        
							Our Fort Collins house cleaning team has received comprehensive training on the proper use of their specialized equipment, which includes advanced tools and products. Traditional cleaning products contain chemicals that can cause respiratory problems, rashes, and a number of other health problems. For this reason, we only use environmentally-conscious products made from natural ingredients that are not harmful to your health or the environment.

                        

                    
	
                        
							Why should your cleaning service be insured and bonded?                        
                        
							If you’re looking for a reliable cleaning company in Fort Collins, Greeley, Milliken, Berthoud, or Johnstown, make sure their cleaners are insured and bonded. As a result, you’ll be protected against damage, theft, or injuries that occur in your home.

Here at All Star Cleaning Services of Fort Collins, we ensure the safety of our clients and rise above the rest by hiring only fully insured and bonded cleaners. Moreover, we thoroughly screen each maid before welcoming them to our team.

                        

                    
	
                        
							Do I have to sign a contract before booking a cleaning service?                        
                        
							Most Fort Collins cleaning companies will ask you to sign a contract that requires you to use their services for an extended period of time. However, you’re not obligated to sign any contract when working with All Star Cleaning Services of Fort Collins. Feel free to contact us for more information!

                        

                    
	
                        
							Do I need to be home when the cleaners come?                        
                        
							It’s not necessary to do this. In case you have other plans, you can simply provide instructions explaining how your cleaning crew can access your home. This is entirely up to you since professionals are capable of working in both settings, whether you are present or not.

                        

                    
	
                        
							How do you keep my house safe?                        
                        
							A hygienic living environment is essential to your family’s safety and comfort. To accomplish this, we employ a number of straightforward and effective methods, including:

	Detail-oriented approach: Our team members are reliable, client-oriented individuals committed to providing quality cleaning services across Fort Collins and the region.
	Custom cleaning service plans: We offer fully customized cleaning plans based on your unique needs.
	Maintaining consistency: No matter where you’re located in Northern Colorado, our best practices and highest standards are guaranteed every time you invite us to your home.


                        

                    
	
                        
							What about my pets?                        
                        
							Pet-friendly homes in Fort Collins and the region are our specialty. You can trust our maids to tackle your home top to bottom using healthy cleaning products that are not only non-toxic and safe for you and your family, but also your furry friends. Contact us today and put your home in safe hands!

                        

                    
	
                        
							Are you supposed to tip a house cleaner?                        
                        
							In general, tipping is neither mandatory nor expected when it comes to home cleaning services. Then again, in appreciation for the quality work of your service provider, you might consider leaving a little extra cash on top of the agreed-upon amount.

                        

                    
	
                        
							How do I find a good cleaning company near me?                        
                        
							A professional cleaning company prioritizes your satisfaction and convenience, which means you should shortlist only the companies which:

	Save you time with a quick and straightforward booking process.
	Present you with a clear overview of cleaning services available.
	Have approachable, responsive and easily accessible customer service.
	Offer flexible services which you can customize to match your needs.


At All Star Cleaning Services of Fort Collins, we check the boxes above and more. To make your cleaning service hassle-free, we offer fully flexible services and service schedules. Your safety and satisfaction is what we are in this for, which is why:

	We pursue a high caliber employee. With us, you can enjoy a consistent service guilt, hassle and stress-free!
	We offer a satisfaction guarantee with each service. If you are unsatisfied with your service, we will arrange a quick reclean and schedule quality assurance both on the reclean and on the following appointment.


Put your home in safe hands and book now!

                        

                    
	
                        
							Will the same maids clean my home each visit?                        
                        
							Whenever you call us, you’ll get a pristine, freshly-cleaned home in Fort Collins and the nearby communities. Thanks to over 18 years of experience in Northern Colorado, we’ve assembled an efficient team of committed and highly motivated expert house cleaners that will exceed your expectations every time you welcome them. We strive to provide the same technician for you each visit to your home, but in the event they are sick or on vacation, we will still have you covered!

                        

                    
	
                        
							Do I need to provide any equipment or supplies?                        
                        
							If you have allergies or prefer to use your own supplies, simply let us know and we’ll put together a detailed list of the products we’ll need for your tidying session. Otherwise, we’ll supply and equip you with all the necessary supplies and tools for a successful job.

                        

                    
	
                        
							What if something in my home is damaged or broken?                        
                        
							Our trusted cleaning professionals are meticulous and treat your place in Fort Collins as if it were their own. In the event that something gets damaged or broken, we’re always available by phone or email to hear from our customers. Furthermore, we ensure a fast and efficient resolution to complaints.

                        

                    
	
                        
							What if I'm not satisfied with my cleaning service?                        
                        
							As a client-focused company, we’re dedicated to providing residents of Fort Collins, Greeley, Johnstown, Milliken, Berthoud, and the area with exceptional house cleaning services. All of our products come with a 100% money-back guarantee. Any time our specialists miss a spot or you’re not completely satisfied with the results, we’ll make it right. Give us a call and we’ll send one of our technicians to reclean your home to your complete satisfaction.

                        

                    
	
                        
							Do you offer house cleaning Gift Certificates?                        
                        
							Yes, absolutely. A gift that improves someone’s life demonstrates your appreciation. So, with our gift certificates, you’re not just giving a clean house – you’re giving a moment of rest and relaxation. Browse through our selection of cleaning service gift certificates for someone special to take a break from the usual household chores.

                        

                    
	
                        
							Should you tidy up before a cleaner comes?                        
                        
							Here’s a handy list you can follow to make sure your maid service in Fort Collins or the surrounding area are welcomed properly:

	Declutter 
	Make sure to put items back where they belong
	Wash the dishes
	Food shouldn’t be left out
	Identify damaged items well in advance
	Ensure that more challenging areas are covered with precise instructions
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		            Cleaning Services ⓒ 2022

                

				
				                
                    Fort Collins Phone: 
                        970.215.2224
                    

                    Fort Collins Address: 

                        120 W Saturn Dr, Suite B, Fort Collins, CO 80525
                    

                    
                                            

				


                				
                
                    	                                        
	                	                                        
	                	                                        
	                	                	                                        
	                                

				
            

        

	



    
    
    
    















    




